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About This Game

Every gaming generation had its hallmark -- and "99Vidas" recaptures them all!

Final Fight, Double Dragon, Battletoads, Streets of Rage… What do all of these games have in common? They all represent the
glory of the "beat 'em up" genre, a staple of gaming in the 80's and 90's. Developer QUByte Interactive took inspiration from all

of the the unforgetable notes from that game style to proudly bring you "99Vidas".

"99Vidas" is a brawler set in a contemporary world, but that pays tribute to both the classic and the new in the gaming industry.
Brought to you in 16-bit pixelated glory, chock-full of references to not only gaming but also 80's and 90's pop culture.

"99Vidas" takes full advantage modern era gameplay mechanics, making it the best of both worlds.

6 stages (with more to come) will take you on a journey to different parts of the world to face hordes of fierce enemies and
relentless bosses, but you don’t have to do it alone: you can face this challenge with up to 3 other players in co-op play, both

local and online.
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Title: 99Vidas
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
QUByte Interactive
Publisher:
QUByte Interactive
Release Date: 22 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows 7 SP1

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.0GHz or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800 (512MB) / ATI Radeon HD 2900 (512MB)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Supports Microsoft Xbox 360/One controller or Direct Input compatible controller; Sony DualShock4
controller support for 64bits version only

English
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The best part was uninstall this game. it crashes my computer and freezes everytime i try to load it.. i would like a refund... I
don't advise you to take this game as:
In this game the set of defects, a set of bugs, even surprises the fact that it is impossible to change sensitivity of a mouse under
itself or it is impossible just to sit down. I of course understand that games crude and a bla, a bla, a bla... But it is impossible to
release such crude game, it is necessary at least a little bit over it to work, I don't advise to take a game. This game is too spooky.
GAME IS BROKEN. SPACEBAR TAKES SCREENSHOT!. I just dont know how a person sets this online.
Early Access means that the game is in development and a lot will be added.
But this game isnt even able to close without restarting the PC.
Enemys can shoot through walls and that everytime.
Please set this game offline and work on it a bit more. Right now its not even a Alpha or Early Access. What an incredibly crap
game.
Game too so long to load I thought it had crashed. In hindsight, I wish it had.

Spawned into game. No food, ammo or weapon. After running around for 15 minutes, died because I was too hot.
Spawned into game. Weapon, no ammo or food. Ran around. Died because my health ran out - ♥♥♥♥ knows why
Spawned into game. Read survival manual. Says find food, ammo and shelter. Well, that's a ♥♥♥♥ing revelation. Died because
I fell through the desert.
Spawned into game. Found crafting station, food, ammo and bandages. Yay ! Shot by another player who was not only invisible,
but had a laser dot sight.
Spawned into game. Outside was so black, could not see the cliff I fell off. Died.

No instructions, no guidance, health that just evaporates, seemingly abandoned servers with the occasional OP player who
stockpiles all the weapons and ammo.
In it's current form, it is♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
The fact is Early Access should be seen as some kind of early warning system for gamers, not as an excuse that it is a half baked
potato of a game. Still very much in the Alpha stage.

Do not buy.
Do not accept this as a gift.
Do not let your brother trade goats for this game
Do not let a Vogon bequeath this to you in lieu of poetry. Softcore weabo stuff.
If you are looking for the hardcore hentai experience don't buy this game.
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really fun game if you like driving this is the game for you even if youre not into trucks. Playing here in Brazil with my 60
megabits/s internet wasn't bad, I just believe this game needs more polished UE4 updates, specially in mountains and houses.
The game currently "has" an american option for servers but I couldn't queue up so I'll assume that it's disabled for now and I'll
continue to play in the Chinese servers.

Pros:
-Beautiful visuals
-great melee gameplay
-vast open world
-interesting concept of "skills" that allow for greater character customization within the match
-very detailed character weapons and armor

Cons:
-lack of American (to an extent), SEA and EU servers
-currently unoptimized (50 FPS max on high with a GTX1060 and 16GB RAM)
-terrain bugs
-animation bugs when wall running and jumping
-English language UI is broken, but it's at least passable. When I try to open a new window during the game, Steam freezes.. It
annoys me that this game has basically been abandoned and left unfinished, It could have been quite good, but the developer has
obviously bitten off more than they can chew. I have brought a couple of early access games and with one or two have been very
impressed - but then there are the people who don't complete thier games, cut, take the money and run, steam does need an
escrow system and some minimum standards for what is considered complete.
Personally I have been burnt twice now - if I get burnt again I will stop supporting early access full stop which is a shame
because then the legit developers will suffer. Sit up and take notice Valve you need to do something to rescue early access or
everyone will suffer.
2\/10 - Massively incomplete.. My all time favorite turn-based strategy game and an absolute gem from Impressions and Sierra,
both at their pinnacle. Ignore the time it says I've played - since this first came out in 1996 I've played at least 200 hours,
probably much more, and loved every minute. The graphics are rather dated, but the gameplay is still stellar and, if you enjoy
retro games, I consider this a must have, especially at such a low price.

5/5

FYI - I wouldn't advise buying the complete collection. Lords of the Realm III is just trash. Get this and Lords of Magic: Special
Edition on their own.. First impressions are this game has some great potential. Hopefully the devs stick with it because it is one
of the more interesting games I have played in awhile.
EA review:
Graphics-10
Sound-10
Gameplay-8
RPG Elements-8
Lasting Potential/Replayability-7
. So happy to see this game on Tabletop Simulator. I've seen complaints about the rulebook, but as someone that owns and plays
the physical game, this adaptation is very good and saves a lot on a game that normally has a massive setup\/takedown time. I am
VERY MUCH looking forward to seeing the expansions, as I own them all physically.. The game itself is good, compared to the
newer versions/games it doesn't have a lot of content.
But there is no point playing this game on modern machines, since at a specific point in the game it will crash. Meaning that you
can't finish a single playthrough.
This crash will always occur no matter the settings.

Conclusion: Just buy GalCiv 2 or 3.

(I got it in a pack with GalCiv2, so I don't really care that it's broken because GalCiv2 is a lot more fun. I also enjoy collecting
games so having GalCiv 1 is fine with me.)
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